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Pretrial achieved leading stature through its clear, concise, well-organized presentation of pretrial

preparation by one of the country's leading experts on trial techniques. An effective systematic

approach organizes pretrial planning and preparation into a series of distinct steps students can

readily master. Litigation files from a hypothetical case, complete with sample documentation and

paperwork, take students through each stage of a civil case. Additional litigation files, six in all,

appear on an accompanying CD-ROM and include both plaintiffs' and defendants' files.The Eighth

Edition expands the discussion of using the Internet to conduct informal fact investigations. The text

examines Ashcroft v. Iqbal and Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and their influence on general notice

requirements for claims. New material explores liens on settlements, and the Eighth Edition includes

a full discussion of Supreme Court decisions in Wal-Mart Stores v. Dukes and Erica P. John Fund v.

Halliburton.Hallmark features: Clear, concise, well-organized presentation Pretrial preparation by

leading expert on trial techniques A systematic approachpretrial planning and preparation through

distinct steps students can masterLitigation files from a hypothetical case sample documentation

and paperwork for every stage of the civil case Additional litigation filesaccompanies on CD-ROM

includes both plaintiffs' and defendants' filessix different, complete cases Thoroughly updated, the

revised Eighth Edition presents: Expanded discussion of Internet use in informal fact investigations

Discussion Ashcroft v. Iqbal and Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and their influence on general notice

requirements for claims  New material on liens on settlementsExplores Supreme Court decisions

Wal-Mart Stores v. Dukes and Erica P. John Fund v. Halliburton
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Initially bought this book because it was required for a course on pre-trial skills. However, the model

templates are worthless and I quickly found that Google searches will yield better (and free)

templates. Ended up reading 12 pgs. out of 739 pgs. when I decided that my professor's lectures

and searching for best practice templates would serve my education better.

This book provides a step by step guide to the pre-trial process and helps students understand how

to settle cases before they reach the court room.

The only law book I would actually recommend even if not assigned or required. Tons of useful tips

that aren't taught in law school and wouldn't have naturally occured to me. PRACTICAL tips and

help.

Book in great shape.

This is one book that I will keep for the future, it has lots of practical information that will continue to

be helpful.

This is a good textbook for beginner lawyers. There are some good points but there is also a lot of

repetition.

thanks

Excellent book at a reasonable price!
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